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Industrial Relations Bargaining in the Retail Non-food 
Sector: 1991-1992 
Janet Hector, Jon Henning, and Mary Hubble* 
This report looks at bargaining in an industry with a significant level of small busines 
activity, the retail non-food sector, in light of the deregulation of the economy and i~ 
particular, the Employment Contracts Act. It also looks at the effect of these change; on 
employees at the lower end of the labour market in this sector. The study finds that, in the 
con~e~t. oJ_ a stag~ant market, the Act enabled employers to pursue long held goals of 
.flexzbzlzty zn relatzon to hours and penal rates and has been associated with the reduction 
of union injlue~c~ in small firms. The general effect on employees in the sector is difficult 
to assess but zt zs probable that conditions have deteriorated for some workers in some 
parts of the sector. 
Introduction 
This study of industrial relations bargaining in the retail non-food sector is based on 
research undertaken during 1991 and 1992 which was primarily motivated by two concerns. 
The first concern was to look at what seemed to be an increasingly diversified industrial 
relations ~nviroilii_le?t from the perspective of an industry in which there was significant 
smal_l busmess a~t1v1ty. Underlying this interest was our perception that reports of industrial 
r~latwns were st~ll concentrated on the activity of large scale industries, big businesses, and 
high profile unwns. The second concern was to consider the impact of increased 
deregulation, particularly the impact of the Employment Contracts Act, on employees at the 
lower end of the labour market, i.e. low-paid, low-skilled, and mainly female workers. Of 
clear interest here was the effect on these workers of a labour market which involved less 
collective bargaining and was operating under conditions of historically high 
unemployment. 
These main in~e~ests coinci?ed in the retail non-food sector. The industry is traditiOnally 
seen as compnsmg predommantly small businesses and employing often low-skilled low-
paid workers, features which are generally confirmed by the statistical profile of the retail 
sec~or and related industries (these are "wholesale and retail trade, restaurants and hotels" 
which are classified as major division six of the New Zealand Standard Industrial 
Classification used by the Department of Statistics and referred to in the remainder of this 
paper as NZSIC 6). At the beginning of 1991, for example, over 50 percent of employees 
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in the retail sector as a whole worked in enterprises employing less than I 0 staff, compared 
to 28 percent for all industries. Average hourly ordinary time earnings in NZSIC 6 
industries in February 1992 were more than 15 percent lower than average rates over the 
whole economy. Often associated with low-pay and low-skill levels are high levels of part-
time work. At the end of 1991, 37 percent of all positions in NZSIC 6 industries were part-
time compared to 26 percent over the whole economy. (Statistics used in this paper are 
drawn generally from the Department of Statistics' publications Business Activity Statistics 
1991 and Key Statistics, or from its INFOS database.) 
The gender breakdown of these pay and part-time statistics also confirms that a significant 
majority of the poorly paid and low-skilled employees in NZSIC 6 industries are female. 
While the number of male and female workers were almost equal in NZSIC 6 industries 
in 1992 (51:49), the average earnings ofwomen in the same industries were 78 perc~nt of 
male earnings 1992 (compared to 82 percent for all sectors). Women were also twice as 
likely to be in part-time employment than men. Fifty-one per cent of the jobs filled by 
women in NZSIC 6 industries were part-time compared to 23.5 percent for men. The 
comparable figures for all sectors are 40 percent and 13.5 percent. The breakdown supports 
Brosnan's observation that males generally dominate in the primary labour market of the 
retail sector, for example, management and buying, whereas women make up a predominant 
part of the secondary labour market in occupations such as shop assistants and checkout 
operators in supermarkets (Brosnan, 1991: 20, 32). 
In general, this study should help to flesh out the picture of bargaining processes and 
outcomes under the Employment Contracts Act which is being developed by various 
researchers. Boxall (Boxall, 1993) has reviewed management strategies and identified a 
series of employer strategies which can be associated with those identified by Heylen 
Teesdale Meuli (Heylen Teesdale Meuli, 1992). McAndrew's study of the process of 
developing employment contracts confirms some of these patterns, including in particular 
the continuation of many workplaces in a state of 'limbo' on pre-existing award conditions 
or no formal contract, and the assertive behaviour of many employers in workplaces where 
unions have no active role (McAndrew, 1993). Harbridge has documented the changing 
structures and outcomes of bargaining on an economy wide basis, noting the variety of the 
outcomes which have been negotiated. In particular, these have involved changes to 
working time and penal rates in certain sectors (Harbridge, 1993). The position of women 
under the Employment Contracts Act has also been explored, for example, the position of 
those in the peripheral workforce and in the service sector (Sayers, 1991 ), and the limited 
wage increases achieved in contracts covering predominantly female workers (Harbri~ge 
and Hammond, 1993). The patterns found in the retail sector by this survey exemplify 
some of these conclusions and show how different patterns exist within a. single sector. 
The following discussion of industrial relations in the retail non-food sector is presented in 
three parts. The first is an outline of the general environmental influences affecting 
industrial relations in the industry up to 1992. The second, an overview of the major 
features of bargaining within the sector, is presented mainly in the context of a description 
of bargaining which has general application to the whole of the retail sector. The third p~ 
of the paper is a complementary report on a case study of specific segments of the retail 
non-food sector. The overall focus of the paper is to describe bargaining structures, 
bargaining objectives, and outcomes in the retail non-food sector and how they were being 
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modified in the immediate period following the introduction of the Employment Contracts 
Act. 
~ajor_ sourc~s for ~e o~tline of environmental factors and overview of bargaining were 
mtervtews With officials m the New Zealand Distribution Workers Federation and the Retail 
and _Wholesale Merchants Federation, conducted on a confidential basis, and various 
pubhshed sources. 
The sources for the case study were face-to-face interviews with 58 retailers, mainly in 
three segments of the industry: appliances, women's fashions, and book sellers and 
stationer~, chos~n to give_ a balance of employment patterns and types of outlet. The study 
was earned out m three dtfferent locations: Wellington, Ashburton, and Wanganui, to cover 
provincial as well as metropolitan retail environments and to include a South Island centre. 
~ll retailers within the defined category in each region were identified from the telephone 
dtrecto~. ~lmost all_ those contacted in Ashburton and Wanganui were interviewed using 
a questwnnau~ c~venng the environment and prospects of the business, staffing patterns, 
the range and mctdence of ordinary and penal pay rates, form of contracts and process of 
negotiation. In Wellington all were contacted by telephone and asked the number of 
employees and whether temporary workers were employed, in order to provide information 
on which to base a further selection, in view of limited resources. A significant number 
had no staff, and a second significant group did not agree to be interviewed. A selection 
~as t?en made . from the remainder on the basis of size and type of business, and 
~ntervtewed as m Wanganui and Ashburton. Fourteen retailers were finally interviewed 
~n As~burt~n, 29 in Wel~ington and 16 in Wanganui. Chain stores were represented by one 
mtervtew m all cases, etther the head office or a single outlet. This meant that a number 
of outlets in the survey categories were not interviewed, particularly in W anganui, and that 
there was a lower proportion of mall outlets involved than would otherwise have been the 
case. To balance the representation of appliance chains, the head office of such a chain was 
interviewed in Christchurch. 
The results of the case study are presented as indicative, not representative of current 
industrial relations in the sector. It may also be noted that only empioyers were 
i~tervie~ed in the ~ase study. The survey was confined to employers because of the 
dtfficulttes of mountt?g a pru:allel employee survey with a suitable sample, obtaining access . 
to employees, and m relatmg employee responses to information obtained from the 
employer survey. 
Environmental factors 
The_ retail non-food sector, like all sectors of the economy, is subject to a number of 
environmental factors which influence business outcomes and bargaining behaviour. It is 
?ot possible to provide a definitive assessment of the extent to which particular factors have 
Influenced the firms studied. The following, however, outlines three factors which are 
likely to have influenced the sector in general. 
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The retail sector has been generally depressed in recent years with generally low sales 
throughout the period from 1984 to the survey date, with minor fluctuations. Some growth 
occurred in the three quarters to March 1992 and this has generally continued since. 
Overall, however, this growth has been modest and from a low base. 
Low levels of demand in the retail industry from 1984 also coincided with deregulation of 
the economy. Deregulation, particularly in relation to changes to tariff controls and 
currency regulations, directly affected the industry in two main ways: firstly, in attracting 
overseas firms such as KMart into the industry; and, secondly, allowing greater importing 
of cheaper goods from overseas, thus providing severe competition on the basis of product 
price (Brosnan, ibid: 15). The increase in competition in the industry was not matched by 
an increase in sales and placed pressure on profit margins and cost structures. 
Another important influence on the retail non-food sector was the repeal of most of the 
provisions of the Shop Trading Hours Act in 1990, which provided retai_lers with ~e 
opportunity to open longer hours. Opportunity to open, however, also provtded the basts 
for increased pressure on retailers to extend hours, particularly in metropolitan centres. 
Pressure came from a number of sources: a perceived need to maintain competitiveness with 
rival retailers prepared to extend hours; the development of malls and pressure from mall 
owners concerned to maximise utilisation of their premises and increase rent potential; and 
increased pressure from consumers for whom weekends was a more convenient time to 
shop and/or for whom shopping as a leisure activity had grown in popularity. Longer 
hours, regardless oi the reasons for their extension, also probably increased the pressure on 
some enterprises to control costs. The number of activity units in the sector fluctuated, 
rather than fell, from 1987 to 1991 and sales, as discussed, did not increase. Thus average 
sales per unit did not rise to compensate for increases in overheads, for example, labour, 
heating, lighting. 
The third major influence was the Employment Contracts Act. The Act changed the legal 
framework in two areas. Firstly, it removed the effective requirement for most employees 
to belong to a union. And secondly, it allowed the parties to negotiate individual or 
collective contracts and made it more difficult to negotiate multi-employer contracts. In this 
environment, employers could, on an individual basis, pursue particular changes where they 
previously felt constrained by the award structure. Movement on penal rate reductions had 
been impossible to achieve under the Retail Non-food Award, for example, because of 
disagreement between employers as to the best strategy for achieving reductions, and this 
had contributed to the failure to renegotiate the document in 1990. The Act enabled 
employers to approach the issue in different ways, and change consequently occurred in a 
considerable number of instances. 
Bargaining: an overview 
Structure 
Up to the passing of the Employment Contracts Act, the focus of formal bargaining in the 
retail sector was the negotiation of two major awards, the New Zealand Retail Grocery and 
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Supermarket Employees Award and the Retail (Non-Food) Employees Award, which 
provided blanket coverage over much of the industry. Some specific segments of the sector 
had separate awards, for example, chemists, butchers, fish shops. Only a small number of 
enterprises such as duty free stores, some supermarkets, and KMart, had their own separate 
registered documents. The Retail (Non-Food) Award expired and was not renewed prior 
to the Employment Contracts Act coming into force. The Grocery and Supermarket Award 
expired on 3 December 1991. The common negotiating parties for the major awards were 
the Retail and Wholesale Merchants Association and the distribution unions. 
After the Employment Contracts Act and the expiry of the Grocery and Supermarket 
A ward, the main change in the bargaining structure, as in other sectors, was the elimination 
of industry-wide documents which were replaced either by enterprise agreements or by 
individual employment contracts based on, or renegotiated from, the old awards. Of the 
new contracts, the Department of Labour had received over 80 collective employment 
contracts covering 20 or more employees in the retail sector as at June 1992 (Department 
of Labour, Contract, vol.3, July 1992). These contracts covered 11,249 of the 140,000 
persons engaged in the retail sector (persons engaged include working proprietors who were 
estimated to number about 11,000 over the sector). This was certainly not the full extent 
of collective employment contracts in the retail sector, however. The distribution unions 
for their part claimed that 20,000 were covered in union negotiated contracts alone. 
Union coverage 
Under the Labour Relations Act, union coverage of almost all employees in the retail sector 
belonged to the three distribution unions (clerical employees provide one area of exception 
to this coverage). The two main distribution unions were, and remained until recently, the 
Northern Distribution Workers Union and the New Zealand Distribution and General 
Workers Union which covered the lower North Island and most of the South Island. These 
two unions have now amalgamated as the National Distribution Union. Retail workers in 
Nelson and Marlborough are still covered by the separate Nelson Marlborough Distribution 
Workers Union. 
It appears that actual union membership in the retail sector under the Labour Relations Act 
was no greater than 27 percent of eligible members and perhaps somewhat less. This figure 
was obtained by comparing the approximate number of employees in the sectors covered 
by the distribution unions (from available Quarterly Employment Survey and Household 
Labour Force Survey data) with union membership figures (from the Department of 
Labour's 1990 Handbook of Union Information). The comparison is conservative as the 
size of potential membership has been deliberately understated where there was any doubt 
about coverage and size of the occupational grouping involved. The main awards contained 
compulsory membership provisions but, accqrdirig to the unions, these were not generally 
enforced. The low level of membership has been usually attributed to the large number of 
small sites in the industry. One could note, however, that the approximate level of 
membership in the sector was lower than the number of persons engaged in enterprises over 
50 employees, thus indicating that the unions were unable to enlist members in a large 
number of medium sized retail sites as well as those employed in small enterprises. 
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According to union officials, membership of the distribution unions fell by 20 percent to 
25 percent in the year after the passing of the Emp_loyment Contrac~s ~ct, largely as a_ re~ult 
of hostility from employers to union involvement m contract_negotlations and of contu~umg 
business closures. While the distribution unions are still undoubtedly the dommant 
organisations generally providing _rep~esen~ti?n. fo_r. employees _in the sector, some 
alternative forms of employee orgarusatwn within mdividual enterpnses had also emerged 
by the end of 1992 which were separate from the distribution union~; for example, s~f 
representative committees. It was not clear, however, how extensive these alternative 
forms were or for that matter, how dependent or independent of employer support they 
were. The unlons claimed that they were still a strong presence in large ente~rises such 
as supermarkets. They also appeared to have recruited some clerical members m the sector 
with the demise of the New Zealand Clerical Workers Union. In general, employee 
representation in the sector is probably not an attractive propositi~n ~or o~er bargaining 
agents for the same fundamental reasons which have made org~satwn. difficult for the 
distribution unions, such as an often widely dispersed workforce with a high level of part-
time and youth employment. 
Unions under the Employment Contracts Act 
The distribution unions were particularly affected by the new industrial environment of the 
Employment Contracts Act in two ways: firstly, th~ir loss of memb~rship, and therefore 
income; and, secondly, by increased demands on their resources, particularly as a result of 
the need to negotiate contracts at an enterprise or individual level becau~e o_f employer 
unwillingness to negotiate at a multi-employer or industry l~vel. T~e _reductwn m members 
and income forced the unions to reduce staff, for example m speciahst areas such as .t~ade 
union education even though their overall workload had increased markedly. In additiOn, 
they reorganised their approach to servicing members and ~e.centralised . their operatio~s, 
placing greater emphasis on channelling resources for pr?viswn. of services through site 
delegates rather than providing all services from a centralised pomt. 
The unions' specific approach to bargaining also changed. The unions accepted that 
bargaining under the Employment Contracts Act had to be enterprise based, and _tl~eir 
bargaining strategy, put in place after the introduction of the ~ct, foc~sed on barg~~ng 
new collective employment contracts with a core of 49 ente~nses which_ w_ere spht mto 
three groups based on the size and receptiveness of the enterpnses to negotiatmg contra~ts. 
KMart was one of the initial targets. The unions saw the company, a comparative 
newcomer to the New Zealand retailing industry, as unencumbered by preset positions 
relating back to previous bargaining rounds, and therefore offering the prospect of relativ~ly 
open negotiations. Secondary targets included Woolworths, . Deka, and _Foodtown, which 
had a union presence and in-house industrial relations expe~Ise. T?e third level gen~rally 
comprised chain stores, such as Hugh Wrights and Hallenstems, which employed relatively 
sizeable numbers of employees but were characterised by a slim corporate s~cture th~t _had 
not been geared up for dealing with unions, particularly in_ relation to barg_aimng conditiOns 
of employment. In general, bargaining and other services were provided to members 
employed by companies other than the 49 targeted enterprises on request and as resources 
allowed. 
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The unions' policies were clearly adjustments to the end of the award structure following ~e. Employment Co~tracts Act. They also reflected, however, a continuing struggle with 
lmuted resources which had never been sufficient to fully cover the retail sector. 
Alongside thes~ policies, the uni?ns had a ~umber. of current formal bargaining objectives. 
These were to mcrease pay and Improve sick, holiday, and service leave provisions m t dem~ds on .penal. rates by protecting weekly earnings, especially for new employe;s, a:~ 
sec~m~. umon r~~hts, for example to site meetings and direct access to employees. 
Mamtammg conditiOns for ne~ employees was seen as important, not only to ensure that 
new employees we:e not expl?Ited, but also to prevent the bargaining position of existing emp~oyee~ from ~e~ng ~~e~med. Other concerns included continuing EEO development, 
and mput mto trammg Initiatives and performance-based pay. In terms of training th · f b th th · , e VIew 
o o e unwns and the Retail an~ Wholesale Merchants Association was that only a few e~p~oyers such as Countdown, Kirkcaldies, and Woolworths were providing adequate 
trrumng programs for staff. 
A~thoug~ the uni.ons' bargaining obje~tives were clear, it was also evident from speaking 
With unwn officials that they recogmsed that they were not able to dictate barga
1
·n· 
. . th. mg 
positions to eir m~mb.ers, and that they were prepared to accept significant movement 
away from th~se o.bJectives, such as different conditions for new employees, where site 
members requrred It. 
In gen~ral, nei~er th~ dist:i.bution unions nor their members in the retail sector had a 
re~u~tw~ for mdustn~l mili~cy. The reasons for this are probably simple, i.e. low 
unw~s~twn and a Widely dispersed low-skilled workforce, which meant little real 
bargammg power, especially in times of high unemployment. In the first half of 1992 howe~er, the .No~ern Distribution Union began carrying out an American-style "union: 
made . campaign m Auc.kl~d which primarily involved identifying and widely publicising 
what .It regarded. as antt-umon practices of certain enterprises, particularly the refusal to 
n~gotiate co!lective e~pl?yn:ent c~ntracts. The prime example of this activity was the p~ck~t establ.Ished by distnbutwn umon officials at Pak'n Save in Auckland. The union also distrib~ted hsts of ent~rprises it.regar~ed as ~ro-union, i.e. enterprises which had negotiated 
collective contrac.ts With the unwn, with a view to promoting patronage of these shops and 
thereby encouragmg shops without union contracts to deal with the union. 
Employers 
For retail emp~oyers, the main bargaining agent and coordinator of industry wide policies 
(for example, mdustry promotions) prior to the Employment Contracts Act was the Retail 
and Wholesale Merchants Association. With the i~troduction of the Act, the Association's 
role be~ame much more. confined and concentrated on facilitating industrial relations and 
developmg contr~c~s for Its m~mbers on.~ individual enterprise basis. Other organisations ent~r~d the b.argaimng arena,. either p:ovtdmg consultancy services underpinning bargaining 
activity. or directly representmg retrul employers. Two organisations which established a 
profile m the area wer~ ~eeler. Campbell and Teesdale Meuli. Many retailers, however, ~ere .probably determmmg their own bargaining strategies with only minimal outside directwn. 
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In a sector comprising over 26,000 enterprises covering a wide range of retailing activity, 
including stores as distinct as small boutiques and supermarket chains, and without effective 
central industrial organisation, employer bargaining strategies obviously varied after the 
introduction of the Employment Contracts Act and produced .a range of different outcomes. 
Common underlying concerns, however, were the reductiOn of labour costs and the 
achievement of increased flexibility. 
Outcomes of bargaining 
Substantial change occurred in some areas. For others there was little or no change apart 
from the automatic deeming of award provisions into individual employment contracts as 
provided under the Employment Contracts Act. One well documented cas~ where there ~as 
considerable change was the negotiation of employment contracts by Whitcoulls t.o fit With 
its overall corporate strategy. According to Whitcoulls, the contracts, whic~ were 
essentially identical individual employment contracts apart from some personal detruls su~h 
as pay, -were, in the jargon of today, designed to mov~ ~e company "towards the re~I~ 
of an empowered front-line workforce, and thus rrusmg levels of customer service 
(Handley, 1992). 
The contracts were formulated by a committee, selected by the company, which dealt 
directly with staff. Union involvement was minimal (deliberately minimised by the 
employer in the union's view). The specific issues dealt with in n~gotiating ~e c~ntracts 
included: integration of company values into the contracts and work; JOb reclassification and 
simplification of job structures; performance appraisal and pay; a sharp narrowing of wage 
differentials based on age and school qualifications for young workers and those over 20; 
removal of penal rates; changes and extensions in leave provisions; extension of misconduct 
provisions and in-house personal grievance and dispute procedures; and the introduction of 
a flexible 40 hour week. 
Another example of significant change was the KMart employment contract. Although less 
sweeping than Whitcoulls new broom approach, the KMart negotiations still produced a 
major shift away from age related pay, with youth rates being lifted by between 22 perc~nt 
and 28 percent. Other changes in the composition of remuneration such as the reduction 
of penal rates and new shift arrangements to enhance working hours flexibility were also 
introduced. In addition, the unions and KMart also agreed to keep a formal role for the 
union and union delegates on site, including ensuring new employees were given the 
opportunity to join the union and provision for union education leave for delegates. The 
employment contract negotiated with the booksellers, Bennetts, was seen as another 
progressive contract by the unions with special attention being given to training and skills 
recognition. 
Looking more generally at the level of specific types of change in terms of bargaining 
outcomes that were occurring in the industry up to the end of 1992, the main movements 
appeared to be the reduction or elimination of penal rates, changes in hours, the removal 
of allowances, and increases in standard rates. In addition to these changes, the unions 
believed that leave, for example sick leave, was also being reduced to the level of the 
minimum code in some contracts. 
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Rates ofpay 
The cl.earest overall adjustment was the elimination of enal . rates A · . fo~lowmg gr~ph, from 1991 t~ 1993 there has been a ne!ly 40 per~ent ~e~~~~~~e: m the pru~ as overtime and a clear mcrease in hours paid as ordinary t" It . n ho~s 
1nd1 t n1 th 1· · · Ime. Is noted that thi 
ca es o Y e e tmmatwn of penal rates not the · ·d f d s 
. ' mc1 ence o re uced penal rates. 
Hours paid as ordinary and overtime: all employees in NZSIC 6 industries· 
ordinary hours 1987- 1993 . 
36.5 
36 
35.5 
35 
34.5 
34 
33.5 
33 
overtime hou 
3.5 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
0.5 
0 
There were also ~n~r~ases in standard rates, though it is not fully clear that the 
co~pensated for dtmmtshed penal provisions. Superficially th · y 
which showed · f ' e average earnmgs data 
of the Employm:~n~:::~s ~~t:~~~\~;~o~s::!::t ~~~: Iqnudartexerms aftedr thnle in
0
tr
7
oduction 
appear t tr 1 · d" ove o y percent 
s o s ong Y m 1cate that a positive adjustment of standard r t t; 1 · 
other allowances) had occurred overall At the same t. h a es or pena rates (and 
in the sectors increased by 1 4 percent. Some of th" _Ime, o':ev:r, average hours worked 
~:';!~~~:tr~~=s:~ ~:a!!: double~ time before ~~~~~',:':: :er~:j~~;~e'!r,~o~~~e%~: 
which w ld h b mum nse m remuneratiOn for the mcrease in hours worked 
ou ave een expected under pre-adjustment contracts. 
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Another factor to be taken into account is that movement in average earnings can also be 
influenced by changes in the structure of the workforce, for example, a change in the 
proportions of low and high paid employees in an industry where predominantly low paid 
employees have lost jobs. Such changes could lead to an increase in average earnings 
regardless of actual cost of living wage increases or adjustments to compensate for changes 
to penal rates to employees. Whilst available data was insufficient to indicate whether such 
specific changes in the structure of the workforce were occurring, the number of persons 
engaged in the retail sector did fall by over 5, 000 from 1990 to 1991. Later data also 
showed that the level of jobs in the broader NZSIC 6 workforce had fallen for each of the 
years to the August and November 1991 quarters, and the February 1992 quarters. 
The overall impact of standard pay, penal rate, and allowance adjustments on remuneration, 
or for that matter on the labour costs of retailers, is therefore uncertain. Clearly, however, 
there had been some general advances in terms of flexibility for retailers, particularly in 
their ability to deploy staff over wider ranges of hours without penal rate disincentives. 
The enterprise survey 
Enterprises and their workforces 
Fifty-eight enterprises in Ashburton, Wanganui and Wellington were surveyed by personal 
interview in the period February to April 1992. In general, the retailers covered in the 
survey were small enterprises, typical of those who employ the majority of the workforce 
in this sector. Most of the retailers surveyed in both Ashburton and Wanganui were 
independent single outlets, all of which had fewer than 20 employees. More than half the 
Wanganui retailers had less than four staff. In Wellington, just under half the interviewed 
retailers belonged to chains of medium to small outlets, and another fifth were medium or 
small independents. Four department stores, three multi-activity enterprises including 
retailing, and two outlets operated by Trusts were also included in the Wellington survey. 
Sizes in Wellington ranged from less than four employees (seven stores) to more than 50 
(12 stores). 
The surveyed outlets were fairly evenly distributed across the three sectors, bookseller/ 
stationers, fashion retailers and appliance stores (the latter including some servicing outlets, 
second-hand dealers and local energy suppliers with retail arms). 
Women made up the vast majority of employees: 70 percent in Wanganui, 75 percent in 
Ash burton and 79 percent in Wellington. It is interesting, though, that in Wellington the 
main employers of women were the larger stores - three of them employed 85 percent to 
90 percent female employees, while the average for Wellington excluding the four largest 
firms was 58 percent. Most staff of bookshops and women's fashion shops were women, 
while overall more of those in appliance stores were men, although in Ashburton women 
outnumbered men even there. Although the survey did not establish the earnings level or 
proportions of part-time workers among women, the predominance of male staff in 
appliance stores which tended to have higher minimum and maximum pay rates than the 
other stores is consistent with the overall finding that women occupy the lower paid 
positions in this sector. 
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Despite the perception that young people are widely employed in retailing this was t 11 . th ' no genera y true m e surveyed sectors. With the exception of one large Wellington store, 
where 40 ~ercent of the staff were ~der 20, the~e were small proportions of young people 
-very few m ~shburt~n, 14 perc~nt m Wanganm and 20 percent (including the large store 
noted above) m Wellmgton. This may reflect the type of stores involved: the appliance 
stores had fewer young people than the booksellers and fashion stores, and it appears that 
more. young people are employed in supermarkets and large stores where skill and 
expenence are less valued. There was no evidence of substitution of younger for older 
workers, and this is consistent with the comments of some employers, particularly in small 
shops, ~hat they valued experience in their employees. On the same basis, the lower 
prop?rt10n of yo~g p~ople in appliance stores may reflect the fact that appliance stores 
provide more trammg m product knowledge than the other groups. 
Ethn~cally, Europeans predominated, exclusively in both smaller centres, while m 
Welhngton there were some Pacific Island and Asian people but very few Maori. 
Business pressures and responses 
Ge~erally in our respondents' opinions 1990 and 1991 had been a hard couple of years for 
reta~l; many respondents commented on the decline in consumer spending which, as noted 
~arher: aff~cted the w~ole retail sector. This was accentuated by increased competition, 
mcludmg (m Wanganm and, to a lesser extent, Wellington) the introduction of K-Mart and 
~all devel.opmen~. By .the tim~ of the interviews, the majority of respondents reported 
either static or Improvmg busmess, and the majority were optimistic about business 
prospec~s. There appeared to be a slightly greater proportion of declining businesses in the 
two regiOnal centres, though the non-participation rate by respondents in Wellington could 
easily have skewed this. 
The response of t~e surveyed businesses to these tough conditions varied, though most 
focused on re?uctl~n of labour costs. This was generally achieved by reducing staff 
~umbers esp~cially m the ~orth Island, and secondly by changing pay rates, as is discussed 
m more detml below. Busmesses also mentioned tighter control of overheads and alteration 
or better management of stock. 
Bargaining 
In this environment, it might be expected that there would be some interest in taking 
a~ vantage of ~~e Employment Contracts Act to negotiate reduced labour costs, particularly 
given the additional pressures of extended opening hours affecting some retailers. In fact, 
awareness o~ the c~ntent of the Act varied. Most .of the employers interviewed recognised 
the opportumty avmlable to them under the Act to propose new forms of contracts and new 
or altered contract. provisions, but a number h.ad not yet tak~n up the opportunity. There 
w~re a very few mstances of employers who appeared to believe the award system still 
existed; these employers had very few staff and had not usually employed new staff 
recently. 
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In a sense, although the award had collapsed, many of the employers s~e~ed h~d changed 
little in their bargaining practices. A good proportion of the enterpnses mterviewed had 
retained the framework of the old award, often simply translated into individual contracts 
by the deeming provision of the Employment Con~acts Act. Some h~d adjusted . aspects 
of these individual contracts. There were few genumely new contracts m Wanganm, rather 
more in Ashburton and significantly more in Wellington. It generally appeared to be the 
larger employers and/or those opening for significantly longer hours who ~ad ~horoughly 
reviewed their contracts. And it was employers rather than employees, m virtually all 
cases, who had initiated negotiations in the past year. 
There was little involvement of representatives on either side even where new contracts or 
a significant change to the award had been negotiated. In workplaces of u?der eight 
employees, most discussions had taken place ~t an in~ividual level ~ather than with g.roups. 
Employers generally did not use representatives, with the exceptiOn of two .Welh.ngton 
employers. Some sought advice, generally from acco~t~ts o: other .retailers m the 
regional centres, and sometimes from employer organisatiOns m Wellington. Man~ 
employers commented that they had difficulty in ascertaining the "going rate" or a "fair 
rate" for staff wages. 
There was little evidence of a strong union role on the other side of the table. Union 
representation occurred only in large collective contracts, bearing out the acknowledged 
union strategy, noted above, of focusing on large employers as a result of l~ck of resourc~s 
for enterprise based bargaining. Not all employers were aware of the u~10n membership 
of their employees, either before or after the Act. Some reported. that their e~p~oyees had 
resigned from the union, in some cases because of the longstandmg l~w servicmg ~rofile 
of the unions. Alternative employee organisations had not emerged either, except m two 
cases where employers actively discouraged union membership and promoted in-house 
organisations. 
Employers varied in the extent to which they had changed their bar.gaining practic~s. 
Generally it was the large organisations who had initiated a review of their contracts, while 
many smaller employers had simply allowed the award co~d.itio~s to roll over and ?~d. done 
nothing about bargaining for themselves. Although bargammg IS now the respo~sibihty ~f 
individual employers rather than a few representatives, small e~ploy~rs, Pa:ticularly m 
regional centres, appeared to have already had a practice of dealmg with their own st.aff 
individually to set up quite flexible arrangements such as above award payments and varied 
working hours. 
Outcomes of bargaining 
Functional flexibility 
Flexibility was evident within limits. As is commonly acknowledged, sales staff i? small 
enterprises tend to have a range of responsibilities, including not only customer service, ~ut 
tidying and cleaning, unpacking stock, and display or "merchandising". These tasks reqmre 
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a relatively low level of skill, although maturity and experience were valued in at least 
some staff, as noted above. In general, the sales staff did not share the more specialised 
fields of accounts or buying, which were the responsibility of the manager or specialised 
staff. This has implications in relation to training and career development. On-job and 
informal training was generally considered appropriate for sales staff, especially where there 
were fewer than five staff. More formal training was provided, often by outside agencies, 
for special functions such as Lotto or Instant Kiwi and in appliance stores. In a few cases, 
staff were encouraged or required to gain the National Certificate in Retailing. Although 
nearly a third of the businesses were considering introducing some new method or 
technology (generally point-of-sale computerisation), this was not expected to change work 
content or require significant training. Overall, the general picture is one of a segmented 
workforce with few opportunities for advancement, especially in small firms. 
Hours and flexibility 
Long established flexibility was also evident in the approach to staffing the wide range of 
opening hours apparent among the surveyed businesses. Opening hours showed a variety 
which may be evidence of different rates of change - a combination of a response to 
economic pressures and to the changes over recent years in the Shop Trading Hours 
legislation. Friday night and Saturday morning trading prevailed in Ashburton and to a 
large extent in Wanganui, although the late night option there (not always Friday) appeared 
to be declining. In Wellington about half the stores followed this pattern. A quarter had 
dropped the late night but opened on Saturday, and three stores opened on Sunday. The 
total weekly opening hours ranged from 41.5 to 68.5. 
Coverage of these hours was generally achieved by a combination of full and part-time 
staff, usually on a roster system, as might be expected. The proportions of part-timers in 
the various sectors appeared to reflect both the higher than average proportions in the retail 
sector generally, and perhaps the range of hours opened in the three centres. In Ashburton, 
13 percent of the workforce were part-time, employed injust under half the stores, and only 
one had a majority of part-timers. In Wanganui, 35 percent were part-time, spread over 75 
percent of stores and almost two thirds had a majority or exclusively part-timers. In 
Wellington, the figures were higher again: 39 percent of the workforce were part-timers, 
employed in 86 percent of stores, and 45 percent had a majority of part-timers. These 
figures do not imply that part-timers were necessarily used to cover the extended hours -
it is no doubt useful to employ part-timers to cover the busy hours during the day as well. 
This is consistent with the fact that these arrangements were not new: flexible staffmg 
arrangements certainly preceded the Employment Contracts Act. 
Only a limited amount of casual employment was apparent, using school children at 
Christmas in particular (mainly in booksellers!stationers), and in some cases a "pool" of 
people ( eg former employees) able to cover absences or particular demand such as school 
holidays. Given the value placed on experience, this traditional pattern makes sense. 
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Pay rates and structures 
The area in which flexibility has been sought by employers across the economy since the 
Employment Contracts Act is pay rates. Here the surveyed firms showed some changes 
to existing patterns. The changes most often involved reducing or eliminating penal rates 
with some compensatory rise in ordinary rates, though in most contracts some form of penal 
or overtime rate was retained. 
However, there was still continuity in pay structures. Most employers stated that pay 
differentials were related to experience (length of service) and responsibility. Those with 
young employees generally had youth rates, starting at lower than adult rates but in some 
cases catching up relatively quickly. These patterns broadly reflected the structure of the 
award, which based pay rates on age, length of service, type of work and responsibility for 
supervision. 
Businesses varied widely in the extent to which they had changed conditions: some had 
changed nothing since the expiry of the award, while others had made considerable 
adjustments. A good proportion of the enterprises interviewed had retained the framework 
of the old award(s), whether translated unaltered into individual contracts by the deeming 
provision of the Employment Contracts Act, or with some adjustment to rates of pay and 
penal rates. Most change had occurred in Wellington, and it was generally Wellington 
employers who indicated an intention to continue or to initiate adjustments to penal rates 
and allowances. 
Conclusion 
The retail sector has been subject to considerable economic pressure as a result of 
deregulation. Increased competition from imports and foreign entrants, together with the 
combined effects of changes to the Shop Trading Hours legislation and social pressures to 
open longer hours, in an environment of low levels of consumer spending, have generated 
considerable pressure to reduce costs. For some retailers this is a matter of survival, for 
others a question of competing for a share in a stagnant market. 
These pressures have existed for some years. The introduction of the Employment 
. Contracts Act has been something of a catalyst for change, its major direct effect being the 
move to enterprise based bargaining structures. Not all retail employers have taken the 
opportunity to initiate bargaining, and many have continued to rely on the old form of the 
award. Amongst those employers, little change has occurred. However, the change has 
created the opportunity for employers to pursue the objectives which they were unable to 
achieve under the award system, in particular the reduction of penal rates in order to reduce 
the costs of extended opening hours. 
By giving individual employers the responsibility for bargaining, the Act has eliminated the 
need for employers to agree on a particular approach to penal rates, which was holding up 
change under the previous legislation. Many have used this opportunity to increase their 
flexibility to employ staff across a wider range of hours without incurring penal rates, 
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though this has often been at least partially compensated by increased basic rates. This has 
been the main outcome for employers, but there have been a number of other responses too. 
As in other sectors, there have been contracts involving simplified job structures, a focus 
on company values, reduction of youth differentials and so on. More commonly, efforts 
to reduce costs have included staff reductions and a reluctance to increase basic rates of 
pay. 
The changed bargaining structure has also affected unions and employees. By abolishing 
the awards which were effectively the only channel by which the unions influenced many 
small employers and their employees, the influence of unions among small employers has 
effectively been removed. This was apparent in the surveyed sector, where the only contact 
with unions was in a few large firms, and several employers reported that their employees 
had resigned from the union. Overall, the unions acknowledge a loss of membership and 
an inability to service employees in small businesses. 
Union policies in this environment have been to concentrate their reduced resources on 
· larger firms where they can best achieve their bargaining objectives of maintaining 
conditions for the largest numbers of workers. They have recognised, however, that their 
approach must be influenced by their members, and have accepted contracts which move 
away from some of these objectives where members require it. 
Overall, deregulation in the context of a difficult economic environment has resulted in a 
large scale change in the bargaining structure which has enabled some increase in 
flexibility, particularly in hours of work as the result of changes in penal rates. The 
impetus for change has been primarily in the hands of employers, who have been largely 
able to dictate the outcomes of bargaining. 
There was no evidence in the survey of any increase in training. The union confirmed that 
most training in the retail sector continued to be on-job and informal, with the exception 
of some large enterprises and firms such as appliance retailers where product knowledge 
is provided by suppliers. 
The question of equity was also addressed by the study. The union has claimed that 
conditions in the retail sector have deteriorated since the implementation of the Employment 
Contracts Act. The overall evidence was mixed. Rates of pay had generally remained 
around the level of the award except for the off-setting of losses of penal rates and 
allowances in some parts of the sector. The earnings gap between NZSIC 6 and the 
average over all sectors appeared to be well entrenched. The employer organisations 
recognised that some changes had taken place but took the view that they were necessary 
to contain the costs imposed by the rigid provisions of the old awards. Not all the changes 
can be attributed to the effect of the Employment Contracts Act. Overall, however, it can 
probably be said that conditions had deteriorated for some workers in some parts of a sector 
in which a significant proportion of workers, particularly women, were already low-paid, 
low-skilled and lacking in opportunities for car~er development. 
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